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Even such an unsympathetic writer as Gough1, who, as previously
pointed out, is fond of using expressions like fiction, fictitious, illusion,
&c., in his interpretation of the Upamshads, has to admit that the
unreality of the world maintained by the Advaitin is " an unreality
for the philosopher intent on the one and. only truth,, relatively a reality
for the multitude, to whom the world, exists with all its possibilities
of pain. . . to him [and to him only] that sees the truth, all these
bodies and their environments will disappear, merging themselves
into that fontal essence ; and the Self will alone remain, a fulness of
unbroken and unmingled bliss.5'2
But, curiously enough, many Christian writers and even some Indian
Sanskritists influenced, by 'Western thought, misinterpret Indian " illn-
sionism," while they seem to miclerstand that expression correctly
in their interpretation of European Idealism.
It is the rigorous monism of men like Gandapada and Shankar
that has furnished a weapon to these thinkers, with which to attack
the Indian Advaita.
Shankar, it is true, has, again and again, used the expressions Mdyd
and Amdyd, and stated that the world is illusory like a mirage, rope-
snake or mother-o'pearl. He has emphasised the Veddnta idea that
Brahma alone is sat (real.) and everything else asat (false), and this is
considered as conveying the idea that the world is unreal in the sense
of a positive blank.
But I make bold to say that no Adwitm, not even Shankar, has ever
denied all reality to the universe when he maintains that it is asat
(unreal). I shall have to discuss this question at considerable length
in my Article on the Philosophy of Sha-nkara Acharya;3 but it is neces-
sary to touch here on some of the salient points of that philosophy
and quote his utterances in the original even at the risk of being some-
what tedious.
In the first place, the critics of Shankar must remember what these
•words sat and asat mean in Vedantic terminology. It is undisputed
that sat is used to denote an existence which is eternal and, changeless,
and whatever has not this characteristic is necessarily asat. In this
1 Thil. Up/p. 50.                      3 Which unfortunately the author
s J^. p. 57.                        did not live to write.—ed.

